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Gabriele Carbonai

php senior developer

About me

I am a very curious person who always likes to learn something new. I'm not afraid to
get involved and face new languages, on the contrary it is an extra motivation for
me. I am a web programmer with past experience in mobile and video games and at
the moment I am studying node.js and react.js.At work I am honest and I am not
afraid of making mistakes (they are part of the game), I am focused on what I do and
I always give my all. I am always looking for perfection (if it ever exists), sociable and
dynamic I am able to work as a team

Education

Work experience

gabriele@carbonai.it

Hibešova 22, Brno

Date of birth 10/01/1981

https://www.carbonai.it

Italian

Driving licence (B)

777185802

GitHub

LinkedIn

Skype

Perito informatico

From September 1995 to June 2000 ITCS Erasmo da Rotterdam Bollate, Italy

Game developer

Since 2018 sef employed Brno, Czech Republic

I started creating 2d video games again, this time using unity as the engine. I
published some games on google play and I did it some code jam with friends,
allowing me to learn c #. I writing video games as hobby

web developer

Since May 2013 self employed Milano

in 2013 I start a working relationship with artworks in Milan as an external
programmer. in the meantime I create several projects for other European
companies. I mainly dealt with creating ad hoc e-commerce using yii2 as a
framework, plugins for WordPress and WooCommerce, modules for
Prestashop, ad hoc themes.

mobile dev

From 2010 to May 2013 self employed Milano, Italy

in 2010 I started to get interested in objective-c and proposing to agencies,
mobile applications as well as websites in WordPress and Joomla

Game Developer

From 2010 to May 2013 self employed Milano, Italy

in 2010 I started to get interested in the programming of 2d videogames for
mobile using the framewok cocos2d. I have published several games in the app
store

webdeveloper

January 2005 self employed Milano

in the first years of my career I started developing websites for my first clients in
pure html using microsoft frontPage software. 
in the following years I started to get interested in the php server language,
javascript and jQuery 

mailto:gabriele@carbonai.it
https://www.carbonai.it/
https://github.com/gabriele-carbonai
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabriele-carbonai-45a54354/
skype:gabriele-carbonai?call
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Skills

php

Object Oriented

Yii2 Framework

Created by Qiang Xue in 2008, Yii is a secure, fast, high-performance
application/web-development framework similar to Symfony.

Prestashop framework

Wordpress Codex

creation of custom plugins and themes for WordPress and WooCommerce

MySql

Javascript

jQuery

Linux CLI

Git

Bootstrap CSS

CSS 4

Computer skills

phpstorm

Photoshop

GitHub

LinkedIn

Skype

https://github.com/gabriele-carbonai-45a54354/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabriele-carbonai-45a54354/
skype:gabriele-carbonai?call

